www.aquatnet.com

Internship Opportunity
Please complete all of the sections below and email it to info@aquatnet.com. Once approved your
information will be uploaded to the Aqua-tnet website
(http://www.aquatnet.com/index.php/167/internships/) and an Aqua-tnet staff member will
contact you informing you of the notice.
Please do not send your Curriculum Vitae, copies of references or qualifications to Aqua-tnet.
Date of application:
First name:
Family name:
Email:

08/02/2016
Evanthia
Bellou
ebellou26@gmail.com

Languages:

Excellent: Greek (mother tongue)
Basic: English, C2, Michigan ECPE
Good: German

Geographical location(s) preferred:

Yes (Europe)

Employer type preferred (e.g. Profit, Nonprofit, Government):
Compensation requested:
Availability:

Internship student, Erasmus+, Prefer Profit/
Government
Paid
Starting date: 00/06/2017
Finishing date: 00 /08/2017
Aquaculture
Marine Science, Ocean Biology

Subject area of interest:
Full description of type of work and subject
area of interest:
Details of education:

Details of previous work experience:

Undergraduate student of the Department of
Ichthyology and Aquatic Environment ( currently
in my third of a five year student at the
university of Thessaly in the city of Volos)
1.waitress (8/01/2014 –2016)
JAM MUSIC CAFE (Argonauton-Volos)
2.waitress (summer 2014) VENUE COCTAIL BAR
(Skiathos, Island)
3. Skipper Assistant (summer 2015), Sporades
island
4. teach sailing at the Volos sailing club
(11/10/2014-2016)
ΝΟΒ. Α (Volos)

Disclaimer: Aqua-tnet provides 'Internship Opportunities' as a free service to interested parties. Aqua-tnet are not responsible for the
accuracy or reliability of, any information, or statement made by candidates or companies. Aqua-tnet takes no responsibility for the
suitability of the candidate or the suitability of the company. It is the companies responsibility to select the appropriate student and follow
up on any references or qualifications provided. Aqua-tnet reserves the right to not post or remove any intern request which is
inappropriate in nature or content.

Authorised to work in the EU:
Driving licence?
Special considerations

Yes

( Erasmus +, only in Europe countries
No

Accommodation

Disclaimer: Aqua-tnet provides 'Internship Opportunities' as a free service to interested parties. Aqua-tnet are not responsible for the
accuracy or reliability of, any information, or statement made by candidates or companies. Aqua-tnet takes no responsibility for the
suitability of the candidate or the suitability of the company. It is the companies responsibility to select the appropriate student and follow
up on any references or qualifications provided. Aqua-tnet reserves the right to not post or remove any intern request which is
inappropriate in nature or content.

